
Well Being 458 
 

[The following questions are displayed as a table] 

 

vchance  vchance 

We'd like to ask you to think about the upcoming presidential election in 2016. What is the percent 

chance that you will vote in the presidential election? 

Range: 0.00..100.00 

 

vchance_explanation  vchance explanation 

The percent chance can be thought of as the number of chances out of 100. You can use any number 

between 0 and 100. For example, numbers like 2 and 5 percent may be 'almost no chance', 20 percent 

or so may mean 'not much chance', a 45 or 55 percent chance may be a 'pretty even chance', 80 

percent or so may mean a 'very good chance', and 95 or 98 percent chance may be 'almost certain'. 

 

[End of table display] 

[The following questions are displayed as a table] 

 

whovote_intro  whovote_intro 

If you do vote in the election, what is the percent chance that you will vote for a Democrat? And 

for a Republican? And for someone else? Please provide percent chances in the table below: 

 

whovote_democrat  whovote_democrat 

Democrat 

Range: 0.0..100.0 

 

whovote_republican  whovote_republican 

Republican 

Range: 0.0..100.0 

 

whovote_someoneelse  whovote_someoneelse 

Someone else 

Range: 0.0..100.0 

 

whovote_total  whovote_total 

Total 

 

[End of table display] 

IF ( whovote_democrat + whovote_republican + whovote_someoneelse ) != 100 THEN 

|  

| error_percentage  error_percentage 

| Please make sure the total adds up to 100%. Your answers are important to us. Please return to 

| the previous question and answer it to the best of your ability. 

|  

ENDIF 

 

[The following questions are displayed as a table] 

 

whopct_intro  whopct_intro 

What do you think is the percent chance that each of the candidates for president will win the election? 

 

whopct_democrat  whopct_democrat 

Democrat 

Range: 0.0..100.0 

 

whopct_republican  whopct_republican 



Republican 

Range: 0.0..100.0 

 

whopct_someoneelse  whopct_someoneelse 

Someone else 

Range: 0.0..100.0 

 

whopct_total  whopct_total 

Total 

 

[End of table display] 

IF ( whopct_democrat + whopct_republican + whopct_someoneelse ) != 100 THEN 

|  

| error_percentage  error_percentage 

| Please make sure the total adds up to 100%. Your answers are important to us. Please return to 

| the previous question and answer it to the best of your ability. 

|  

ENDIF 

 

[The following questions are displayed as a table] 

 

Base1_intro  Base1_intro 

We'd like to get your opinions on some issues that have been in the news recently. Do you favor or 

oppose each of the following? 

 

Base1_1  Base1 item 1 

[fill for Base1] 

1 Strongly favor 

2 Somewhat favor 

3 Somewhat oppose 

4 Strongly oppose 

5 Not sure 

 

Base1_2  Base1 item 2 

[fill for Base1] 

1 Strongly favor 

2 Somewhat favor 

3 Somewhat oppose 

4 Strongly oppose 

5 Not sure 

 

Base1_3  Base1 item 3 

[fill for Base1] 

1 Strongly favor 

2 Somewhat favor 

3 Somewhat oppose 

4 Strongly oppose 

5 Not sure 

 

Base1_4  Base1 item 4 

[fill for Base1] 

1 Strongly favor 

2 Somewhat favor 

3 Somewhat oppose 

4 Strongly oppose 

5 Not sure 



 

[End of table display] 

 

[The following questions are displayed as a table] 

 

Base4_intro  Base4_intro 

Do you have a favorable or an unfavorable opinion of the following? 

 

Base4_1  Base4 item 1 

[fill for Base4] 

1 Very favorable 

2 Somewhat favorable 

3 Somewhat unfavorable 

4 Very unfavorable 

9 Not Sure 

 

Base4_2  Base4 item 2 

[fill for Base4] 

1 Very favorable 

2 Somewhat favorable 

3 Somewhat unfavorable 

4 Very unfavorable 

9 Not Sure 

 

Base4_3  Base4 item 3 

[fill for Base4] 

1 Very favorable 

2 Somewhat favorable 

3 Somewhat unfavorable 

4 Very unfavorable 

9 Not Sure 

 

Base4_4  Base4 item 4 

[fill for Base4] 

1 Very favorable 

2 Somewhat favorable 

3 Somewhat unfavorable 

4 Very unfavorable 

9 Not Sure 

 

Base4_5  Base4 item 5 

[fill for Base4] 

1 Very favorable 

2 Somewhat favorable 

3 Somewhat unfavorable 

4 Very unfavorable 

9 Not Sure 

 

Base4_6  Base4 item 6 

[fill for Base4] 

1 Very favorable 

2 Somewhat favorable 

3 Somewhat unfavorable 

4 Very unfavorable 

9 Not Sure 

 



Base4_7  Base4 item 7 

[fill for Base4] 

1 Very favorable 

2 Somewhat favorable 

3 Somewhat unfavorable 

4 Very unfavorable 

9 Not Sure 

 

Base4_8  Base4 item 8 

[fill for Base4] 

1 Very favorable 

2 Somewhat favorable 

3 Somewhat unfavorable 

4 Very unfavorable 

9 Not Sure 

 

Base4_9  Base4 item 9 

[fill for Base4] 

1 Very favorable 

2 Somewhat favorable 

3 Somewhat unfavorable 

4 Very unfavorable 

9 Not Sure 

 

[End of table display] 

[The following questions are displayed as a table] 

 

Cares_intro  Cares_intro 

In your opinion, how well does the phrase "cares about people like you" describe the following  

candidates? 

 

Cares_1  Cares item 1 

[fill for Cares] 

1 Extremely well 

2 Somewhat well 

3 Not well at all 

9 Not Sure 

 

Cares_2  Cares item 2 

[fill for Cares] 

1 Extremely well 

2 Somewhat well 

3 Not well at all 

9 Not Sure 

 

[End of table display] 

[The following questions are displayed as a table] 

 

Lead_intro  Lead_intro 

In your opinion, how well does the phrase "is a strong leader" describe the following candidates?  

 

Lead_1  Lead item 1 

[fill for Lead] 

1 Extremely well 

2 Somewhat well 

3 Not well at all 



9 Not Sure 

 

Lead_2  Lead item 2 

[fill for Lead] 

1 Extremely well 

2 Somewhat well 

3 Not well at all 

9 Not Sure 

 

[End of table display] 

[The following questions are displayed as a table] 

 

Honest_intro  Honest_intro 

In your opinion, how well does the phrase "honest" describe the following candidates?  

 

Honest_1  Honest item 1 

[fill for Honest] 

1 Extremely well 

2 Somewhat well 

3 Not well at all 

9 Not Sure 

 

Honest_2  Honest item 2 

[fill for Honest] 

1 Extremely well 

2 Somewhat well 

3 Not well at all 

9 Not Sure 

 

[End of table display] 

[The following questions are displayed as a table] 

 

Moral_intro  Moral_intro 

In your opinion, how well does the phrase "moral" describe the following candidates?  

 

Moral_1  Moral item 1 

[fill for Moral] 

1 Extremely well 

2 Somewhat well 

3 Not well at all 

9 Not Sure 

 

Moral_2  Moral item 2 

[fill for Moral] 

1 Extremely well 

2 Somewhat well 

3 Not well at all 

9 Not Sure 

 

[End of table display] 

repnom_3  GOP First Choice 

Which of these individuals did you want to be the Republican nominee for president in 2016? 

1 [fill for repnom] 

2 [fill for repnom] 

3 [fill for repnom] 

4 [fill for repnom] 



5 [fill for repnom] 

6 [fill for repnom] 

7 [fill for repnom] 

8 [fill for repnom] 

9 [fill for repnom] 

10 [fill for repnom] 

11 [fill for repnom] 

12 [fill for repnom] 

13 [fill for repnom] 

14 Other 

15 No preference 

 

demnom_3  DEM Choice 

Which of these individuals did you want to be the Democratic nominee for president in 2016? 

1 [fill for demnom] 

2 [fill for demnom] 

4 Other 

5 No preference 

 

match_CT_3  Clinton vs Trump 

If the 2016 presidential election were being held today, would you vote for… 

1 Hillary Clinton 

2 Donald Trump 

3 Other 

9 Not sure 

 

IF Clinton vs Trump = Not sure THEN 

|  

| match_CT_3_lean  Clinton V. Trump LEAN 

| If you had to choose, would you lean more towards voting for… 

| 1 [fill for match_CT_3_lean] 

| 2 [fill for match_CT_3_lean] 

|  

ENDIF 

 

match_CC_3  Clinton vs Cruz 

What if the 2016 presidential election were being held today, and the candidates were Hillary 

Clinton, the Democrat, and Ted Cruz, the Republican. Would you vote for… 

1 Hillary Clinton 

2 Ted Cruz 

3 Other 

9 Not sure 

 

IF Clinton vs Cruz = Not sure THEN 

|  

| match_CC_3_lean  Clinton V. Cruz LEAN 

| If you had to choose, would you lean more towards voting for… 

| 1 [fill for match_CC_3_lean] 

| 2 [fill for match_CC_3_lean] 

|  

ENDIF 

 

match_ST_3  Sanders vs Trump 

And finally, what if the 2016 presidential election were being held today, and the candidates were 

Bernie Sanders, the Democrat, and Donald Trump, the Republican. Would you vote for… 

1 Bernie Sanders 



2 Donald Trump 

3 Other 

9 Not sure 

 

IF Sanders vs Trump = Not sure THEN 

|  

| match_ST_3_lean  Sanders V. Trump LEAN 

| If you had to choose, would you lean more towards voting for… 

| 1 [fill for match_ST_3_lean] 

| 2 [fill for match_ST_3_lean] 

|  

ENDIF 

 

[The following questions are displayed as a table] 

 

Base16_intro  Base16_intro 

Thinking about politics these days, how would you describe the political viewpoints of each of the  

following people, including yourself? 

 

Base16_1  Base16 item 1 

[fill for Base16] 

1 Very liberal 

2 Liberal 

3 Moderate 

4 Conservative 

5 Very conservative 

6 Not sure 

 

Base16_2  Base16 item 2 

[fill for Base16] 

1 Very liberal 

2 Liberal 

3 Moderate 

4 Conservative 

5 Very conservative 

6 Not sure 

 

Base16_3  Base16 item 3 

[fill for Base16] 

1 Very liberal 

2 Liberal 

3 Moderate 

4 Conservative 

5 Very conservative 

6 Not sure 

 

Base16_4  Base16 item 4 

[fill for Base16] 

1 Very liberal 

2 Liberal 

3 Moderate 

4 Conservative 

5 Very conservative 

6 Not sure 

 

Base16_5  Base16 item 5 



[fill for Base16] 

1 Very liberal 

2 Liberal 

3 Moderate 

4 Conservative 

5 Very conservative 

6 Not sure 

 

[End of table display] 

 

vaccine  Vaccine Safety 

Thinking about vaccines for diseases such as measles, mumps, and rubella, do you think these 

vaccines are safe for healthy children or are they not safe for healthy children? 

1 [fill for vaccine] 

2 [fill for vaccine] 

5 Don't know 

 

news1  News Outlets group 1 

Which, if any, of the following news outlets have you used to access news in the last two weeks?  

(Check all that apply) 

1 [fills for news group 1] 

2 [fills for news group 1] 

3 [fills for news group 1] 

4 [fills for news group 1] 

5 [fills for news group 1] 

6 [fills for news group 1] 

7 [fills for news group 1] 

8 [fills for news group 1] 

9 [fills for news group 1] 

10 [fills for news group 1] 

11 [fills for news group 1] 

12 [fills for news group 1] 

13 [fills for news group 1] 

14 [fills for news group 1] 

15 [fills for news group 1] 

16 [fills for news group 1] 

17 [fills for news group 1] 

18 Other 

 

IF Other in News Outlets group 1 THEN 

|  

| [The following questions are displayed as a table] 

|  

| news2  News Outlets group 2 

| Which, if any, are the other news outlets have you used to access news in the last two weeks?  

| (Check all that apply) 

| 1 [fills for news group 2] 

| 2 [fills for news group 2] 

| 3 [fills for news group 2] 

| 4 [fills for news group 2] 

| 5 [fills for news group 2] 

| 6 [fills for news group 2] 

| 7 [fills for news group 2] 

| 8 [fills for news group 2] 

| 9 [fills for news group 2] 

| 10 [fills for news group 2] 



| 11 [fills for news group 2] 

| 12 [fills for news group 2] 

| 13 [fills for news group 2] 

| 14 [fills for news group 2] 

| 15 [fills for news group 2] 

| 16 [fills for news group 2] 

| 17 [fills for news group 2] 

| 18 [fills for news group 2] 

| 19 [fills for news group 2] 

| 20 [fills for news group 2] 

| 21 [fills for news group 2] 

| 22 [fills for news group 2] 

| 23 [fills for news group 2] 

| 24 [fills for news group 2] 

| 25 [fills for news group 2] 

| 26 [fills for news group 2] 

| 27 [fills for news group 2] 

| 28 [fills for news group 2] 

| 29 [fills for news group 2] 

| 30 [fills for news group 2] 

| 31 [fills for news group 2] 

| 32 [fills for news group 2] 

| 33 [fills for news group 2] 

| 34 Other (please specify): $Answer2$ 

|  

| news2_other  News Outlets group 2 other 

|  

| String 

|  

| [End of table display] 

| IF Other (please specify): $Answer2$ in News Outlets group 2 and News Outlets group 2 other = 

| empty THEN 

| |  

| | check_other  check other 

| | You selected "other" but did not specify anything. Your answers are important to us. Please hit 

| | the "Back" button to go back and correct your answers. 

| |  

| ENDIF 

|  

ENDIF 

 

approve_sc  approve SC 

Do you approve or disapprove of the way the Supreme Court is handling its job? 

1 Approve 

2 Disapprove 

9 Don't care 

 

court_lean  court lean 

Judging by its recent decisions, do you think the Supreme Court is generally liberal, generally  

conservative, or is making decisions more on a case-by-case basis? 

1 Generally liberal 

2 Generally conservative 

3 Making decisions case by case 

9 Don't care 

 

sc_power  sc power 



Do you think that Supreme Court has too much power, too little power, or just about the right  

amount of power in American government? 

1 Too much power 

2 Too little power 

3 Just the right amount of power 

9 Don't care 

 

sc_filled  sc filled 

Should the vacant Supreme Court seat be filled before the next President takes office? 

1 Yes 

2 No 

9 Don't care 

 

sc_background  sc background 

Should the Senate consider only a nominee's background and qualifications, or should the Senate  

also consider the nominee's political views? 

1 Only background and qualifications 

2 Also political views 

9 Don't care 

 

[The following questions are displayed as a table] 

 

experience_intro  experience intro 

How important would you say the following traits are to a nominee for the Supreme Court?  

 

Experience_1  Experience item 1 

[fill for Experience] 

1 Essential 

2 Important but not essential 

3 Not important  

9 Don't know 

 

Experience_2  Experience item 2 

[fill for Experience] 

1 Essential 

2 Important but not essential 

3 Not important  

9 Don't know 

 

Experience_3  Experience item 3 

[fill for Experience] 

1 Essential 

2 Important but not essential 

3 Not important  

9 Don't know 

 

Experience_4  Experience item 4 

[fill for Experience] 

1 Essential 

2 Important but not essential 

3 Not important  

9 Don't know 

 

Experience_5  Experience item 5 

[fill for Experience] 

1 Essential 



2 Important but not essential 

3 Not important  

9 Don't know 

 

Experience_6  Experience item 6 

[fill for Experience] 

1 Essential 

2 Important but not essential 

3 Not important  

9 Don't know 

 

Experience_7  Experience item 7 

[fill for Experience] 

1 Essential 

2 Important but not essential 

3 Not important  

9 Don't know 

 

Experience_8  Experience item 8 

[fill for Experience] 

1 Essential 

2 Important but not essential 

3 Not important  

9 Don't know 

 

[End of table display] 

IF INTERVIEW LANGUAGE = English THEN 

|  

| Negvote  Negative Vote 

| Imagine that voters could choose to vote "against" a candidate instead of "for" a candidate. Each 

| voter still only has one vote. Each "against" vote is called a "negative vote" and is counted as 

| minus one. The candidate who receives more "for" votes after the "negative votes" are subtracted 

| wins the election. If the option to vote either "for" or "against" was available, how would you 

| vote? (You can only select one option.) 

| 1 For Clinton 

| 2 Against Clinton 

| 3 For Trump 

| 4 Against Trump 

| 5 For someone else 

| 6 Against someone else 

| 7 Will not vote 

| 8 Not sure 

|  

ELSE 

|  

| Negvote_spanish  Negative Vote spanish 

| Imagínese que los votantes podrían elegir a votar "en contra" de un candidato en lugar de un 

| voto "a favor" de un candidato. Cada elector sólo cuenta con un voto. Cada voto "en contra" se 

| llama un "voto negativo" y se cuenta como menos uno. El candidato que reciba más votos "a 

| favor"después de descontar los "votos negativos" gana la elección. Si la opción de votar, ya 

| sea "a favor" o "en contra" estaba disponible, ¿cómo votaria? (Sólo se puede seleccionar una 

| opción.) 

| 1 A favor de Clinton 

| 2 En contra de Clinton 

| 3 A favor de Trump 

| 4 En contra de Trump 



| 5 A favor de alguien mas 

| 6 En contra de alguien mas  

| 7 No va a votar 

| 8 No esta seguro 

|  

ENDIF 

 

NVwilling  Negative Vote Willingness 

Would having a "negative vote" option affect your willingness to vote? 

1 It would increase my willingness to vote 

2 It would reduce my willingness to vote 

3 It would make no difference 

5 Not sure 

 

NVapproval  Negative Vote Approval 

Would you approve or disapprove of voters being able to choose a "negative vote" option? 

1 Strongly approve 

2 Somewhat approve 

3 Somewhat disapprove 

4 Strongly disapprove 

5 Not sure 

 

CS_001  HOW PLEASANT INTERVIEW 

Could you tell us how interesting or uninteresting you found the questions in this interview? 

1 Very interesting 

2 Interesting 

3 Neither interesting nor uninteresting 

4 Uninteresting 

5 Very uninteresting 

 

 


